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Hobby Metal Casting
No matter how well equipped your workshop may be, the need to make special
tools, devices, and gadgets will always arise. That’s where Metalworking for
Home Machinists steps in to help! This highly-detailed guide shows you how to
create 53 ancillary devices, including 5 clamps and vices, 10 jigs and fixtures, 25
lathe projects, and 13 miscellaneous projects. A must-have resource for every
metalworking workshop, this manual will help save you time by devising the
needed device for you so you can get right to work building what you need
without delaying the completion of your final project any further! Written by an
industry expert in designing and building engines and machines, author Tubal
Cain had over 60 years of experience, and is a leading voice to guide you
through the creation of essential workshop devices.
Transform simple copper wire into stunning works of wearable art! From bestselling author and popular artist Lora Irish, learn expert techniques to create over
150 stylish DIY earring designs. With step-by-step instructions, high-quality
photography, and helpful tips and tricks, you’ll be able to make dozens of
beautiful copper wire earrings with unique formations and beaded details! Author
and internationally known artist Lora Irish has written several books on many
types of art forms, including woodcarving, pyrography, craft pattern books, and
more.
Acclaimed modeler Chris Mrosko explains how to build dioramas that showcase
models and create dramatic scenes, as well as offering expert modeling tips.
Focusing on a step-by-step, how-to approach, modelers will learn the
fundamentals of construction and design, airbrushing and finishing tips, how to
cast pieces out of resin, and more.
A-to-Z guide to low-volume metalcastingThere's plenty of demand for one-shot or
low production metalcasting job work, but the work often goes begging for lack of
anyone to do it. Interested? Metalcasting by C.W. Ammen is packed with step-bystep guidelines for getting started and working effectively and efficiently inthis
time-honored craft. You get hands-on advice and cost-cutting tips, plus sound
ideas for safety and productivity. In easy-to-understand language, this guide
shows you how to use metalcrafting's tools and processes, casting and mold
making...molding sands...molding equipment....metal melting, handling, and
pouring devices...alloys...andmore, including:*Patination of cast metals*Working
with chemically-bonded molds*Newest molding, casting, and pattern-making
techniquesA Frequently Asked Questions section anticipates and responds to
typical beginner's queries about applications and repair techniques and other
metalcasting issues.
Popular Science gives our readers the information and tools to improve their
technology and their world. The core belief that Popular Science and our readers
share: The future is going to be better, and science and technology are the
driving forces that will help make it better.
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Follow Dash Derby on an adventure through the 7 easy steps to building your
first Pinewood Derby race car. No woodworking skills are required for this family
fun project--just patience and the desire to have a good time!
"Matthew Stein's comprehensive guide to sustainable living skills gives you the tools you need
to fend for yourself and your family in times of emergency or disaster. It also goes a step
further, giving sound instructions on how to become self-reliant in seemingly stable times and
for the long term by adopting a sustainable lifestyle"--Cover, p. 4.
Best all-around book. Countless trade secrets. Author was foremost British expert. 367
illustrations.
Charcoal Foundry, the first book in the "Metal Working Shop From Scrap Series", gives you
plans for building a metal melting furnace and instructions on basic pattern making and
molding. All the information needed to set up a foundry in your work shop can be found in this
book. Simply stated, if you can build a sand castle or make a mud pie, you can make a sand
mold to produce castings for your metal shop projects. The main ingredient in these projects is
scrap aluminum and pot metal. The only tools you need to get started are ordinary home shop
hand tools, many of which are probably already in your possession. Much of the remainder is
found as salvage or cast-off and little expense need be involved. The charcoal foundry is
simple to build and operate and the initial cost is so low that it can be in the reach of nearly
anyone. And the fundamentals of pattern-making and molding are easily understood and
mastered. Once you have built the charcoal foundry and the metal lathe in book 2, there is little
beyond your reach by way of shop equipment. Build as large or small as you wish and you are
your own parts supply company. If you already have some machine shop equipment, you will
find that adding a foundry to your shop greatly expands your capacity. Being able to produce
your own castings for accessories and equipment is a great advantage. Design your own,
make a copy or follow a plan. It's easy when you're in control and can produce your own
castings.
Techniques for simple and inexpensive foundry work and polyurethane molding including
casting and molding equipment and methods with directions for making various objects,
especially applicable to car and antique restoration
An introduction to small-scale non-ferrous casting. Includes step-by- step instructions on how
to make equipment using local materials; and provides information on moulding techniques,
pattern making, core making, the use of wax and metal preparation.
If you’ve ever wanted to learn the techniques of hand lettering, Calligraphy gives practical
advice and guidance on materials, tools, and proper methods. Containing four alphabets and
12 step-by-step projects, you’ll be able to create stunning cards, calendars, letterheads, and
wall hangings. Author and professional lettering artist Margaret Morgan will provide you with all
the essential skills you need to enjoy and thrive in the beautiful art of calligraphy!

Now that you have established your metalworking shop and progressed in the
various skills of the crafts you may want to expand your metal casting operation.
Build this gas fired crucible furnace so that you can turn out castings for your
projects faster and easier. Designed especially for the home shop foundry. Very
quiet in operation. Easy to light and simple to operate. The body and lid raise for
safer crucible handling. Operates on natural or bottled gas. Costs only a fraction
of the price of a commercially built unit and it will melt aluminum, brass and even
gray iron. This unit will really upgrade your shop and you will enjoy the
convenience of gas fired melting.
This book covers the science, engineering, and current art of the creation of
metalcastings. Basic theory on gating design, solidification, and risering are
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presented. The metallurgy and processing of aluminum, cast iron, and steel are
covered.
Transform ordinary gourds into extraordinary art! This complete artist’s guide to
gourd crafting will teach you an amazing array of techniques for creating unique
and attractive décor. Legendary crafting artist Lora S. Irish explains all the basics
from gourd selection and preparation to materials, supplies, and construction
methods. Learn interesting ways to blow, dab, drip, and splatter paint to make
spectacular effects. Discover how to add 3D texture and sculpt gourd art that is
both visually and tangibly fascinating. Lora guides you through 14 step-by-step
projects for making beautiful birdhouses, wind chimes, pitchers, flowerpots, and
more.
It’s 3D Printing: The Next Generation! The technology’s improving, prices are
dropping,new models are hitting the market, and 3D printers are appearing on
desktops, workbenches, lab shelves, and kitchen tables all over the world. Not
only are we seeing better, faster, and cheaper 3D printers, we’re also seeing
new printing materials, easier-to-use design software, powerful scanning
technology, and the rise of an entire ecosystem of 3D peripherals and services
that support 3D printing technology. Make’s second annual 3D Printing Guide is
once again your go-to resource for discovering the latest information in this fastchanging field of printers, software, projects, and accessories. Inside, you'll find
up-to-date reviews on the latest in 3D printing technology, feature and model
comparisons, tutorials and stories about 3d printing, and some of the coolest 3d
printed objects out there.
This book provides the detailed knowledge you need to successfully choose,
install, and operate a milling machine in your home workshop. Heavily illustrated
with color photographs and diagrams, understand which accessories are
essential and which can be postponed until your activity demands it. The usage
of each machine and accessory is explained in detail for the vast majority of
applications in an active shop. Discover options for holding the many diverse
shapes and sizes of work pieces that will inevitably surface during your machine's
life. This critical task is by far the most important part of learning to use the
machine. The Milling Machine will arm you with decision-making skills on which
method is best for any application – whether to use a vice or an angle plate,
mount the piece directly onto the worktable, or even produce a fixture specifically
for the task. With the work piece set up and ready for machining, this book will
show you the correct ways to cut metal and maintain all your milling tools.
Campbell’s Complete Casting Handbook: Metal Casting Processes, Techniques
and Design, Second Edition provides an update to the first single-volume guide
to cover modern principles and processes in such breadth and depth, while also
retaining a clear, practical focus. The work has a unique viewpoint, interpreting
the behavior of castings, and metals as a whole, in terms of their biofilm content,
the largely invisible casting defects which control much of the structure and
behavior of metals. This new edition includes new findings, many from John
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Campbell’s own research, on crack initiation, contact pouring, vortex gates, and
the Cosworth Process. Delivers the expert advice that engineers need to make
successful and profitable casting decisions Ideal reference for those interested in
solidification, vortex gates, nucleation, biofilm, remelting, and molding Follows a
logical, two-part structure that covers both casting metallurgy and casting
manufacture Contains established, must-have information, such as Campbell’s
‘10 Rules’ for successful casting manufacture Includes numerous updates and
revisions based on recent breakthroughs in the industry
Build your own Metal Shaper. Exotic is a mild adjective when applied to this shaper. It will cut
splines, keyways, gears, sprockets, dovetail slides, flat and angular surfaces and irregular
profiles. And all of these with a simple hand-ground lathe tool bit. Obsolete in modern industry,
of course, because milling machines do the work much faster and cheaper. But you can’t beat
a shaper for simplicity and economy in the home shop.The shaper has a 6" stroke and a mean
capacity of 5" x 5", variable and adjustable stroke length, automatic variable cross feed and
graduated collars. You will be proud to add this machine to your shop.
White Metal CastingFor the Hobby ModellerMetal CastingA Sand Casting Manual for the Small
FoundryStephen ChastainFundamentals of Metal CastingAddison-WesleyThe Backyard
FoundrySpecialist Interest Model Books Limited
Mouldmaking and Casting is a technical manual of the many techniques of this ancient craft
and art form. With step-by-step illustrations, it explains the materials required and the
processes involved to create reproductions of a range of pieces. The book covers traditional
techniques as well as today's more advanced technical methods.
This book is a basic introduction to lost-wax casting with emphasis on jewelry making. It is
designed to be used both as a textbook and a reference book and is directed primarily at
beginners. Experienced casters, however, will probably find some useful ideas; they may even
find some new techniques. Heavy emphasis is placed upon understanding why things are
done in a particular way, rather than simply presenting a set of cookbook rules that will always
work. The book is also available in a 8.5x11 inch comb-bound version for use in the shop or
classroom. See ISBN 0-9679600-1-0.
Using castings from your charcoal foundry (see Book 1 in the series: The Charcoal Foundry by
David Gingery) and simple hand methods (no machine tools needed!) you can build a sturdy
and accurate bed for a metal lathe. Then additional castings, common hardware items and
improvised equipment will add the headstock, tailstock, carriage and all the remaining parts to
complete the lathe. Illustrated with photos and drawings to show you all you need to know
about patterns, molding, casting and finishing the parts. The lathe specs. include a 7" swing
over the bed and 12" between centers. Adjustable tailstock with set-over for taper turning.
Adjustable gibs in sliding members and adjustable sleeve bearings in the headstock. A truly
practical machine capable of precision work. Once you have a foundry to cast the parts and a
lathe to machine them you can tackle more exotic projects.
Describes the sand foundry, the characteristics of molding sand, the types of mold and pattern
making equipment, and the various sand casting procedures for forming metals

Revised and newly updated, Making Metal Clockworks is an introduction to horology for
the complete beginner. Explaining the terminology and general forms of clock
construction, you’ll learn about the necessary tools, materials, and methods and
understand everything from and the layout of wheels and escapements to the making of
wheels, pinions, pendulums, and so much more. With insightful details of how to make
specialized items and advice on the most suitable materials for their construction, this is
the perfect introduction to the fascinating world of clockmaking.
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Taking jewelry design beyond metal, this comprehensive guide teaches woodworking
skills through a series of 20 beautiful and accessible jewelry projects. Creating Wooden
Jewelry will enable jewelers to discover how knowledge of this craft can open up new
perspectives for their art. Today there are fresh, modern ways to create stand-out
pieces using one of the most popular alternatives to metal. Renowned artist jeweler
Sarah King shows jewelry makers how to expand their range of techniques, and
combine wood with other media from silver to silicon. Readers will learn skills that
include jointing, turning, steaming, polishing, staining, painting, beveling, inlaying and
working with different woods. This book will also appeal to woodworkers who want to
extend their practice to jewelry, and those who want to learn woodworking skills, but
who find furniture too intimidating and want an alternative to bowls and boxes.
For small casting jobs by model engineers; how to set up a home foundry, and
explaining the basic principles of foundrywork.
Drill Press is also known as book 5 from the best selling 7 book series, 'Build Your Own
Metal Working Shop From Scrap'. If you have done the projects progressively as the
author did you will have done all your drilling with an electric hand drill up to this point.
That’s tough and tedious work to say the least and you will really appreciate a drill
press. In fact it would not make much sense to proceed to the deluxe accessories
without one. You could buy one of course, But anyone could do that.... It drills to the
center of a 12" circle with a quill travel of 2 1/2". Two stage speed reduction gives a low
speed of 260 rpm for serious large hole drilling. Ball bearings in spindle driven pulley
and idler make it smooth and quiet running. Quill feed is by cable or chain drive so
there is no rack and pinion to cut.
3D printing is a nothing short of revolutionary. There may be no other technology that
enables the at-home inventor or artist to design, create, and "print" their own parts,
artwork, or whatever else can be imagined. Idiot's Guides: 3D Printing takes the true
beginner through all of the steps necessary to design and build their own 3D printer and
design and print whatever their imagination can conjure up (even another 3D printer).
Readers will learn all of the essential basics of 3D printing including materials, parts,
software, modeling, basic design, and finishing, and then teach them to take their new
skills to the next level to print some simple, fun projects. For readers not interested in
building their own 3D printer, there are tips and advice for buying a manufactured
printer, buying materials, finding plans and projects online, and much, much more.
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